Our invention relates to improvements in folding portable houses wherein a plurality of hingedly connected panels and triangular roof sectors, hingedly connected to said panels, foldable into superimposed relation to facilitate storage and transportation, and extendible to form a roofed enclosure, operate in conjunction with a base having a shoulder for engaging said panels, when extended, and also with means for rigidly securing the edges of the roof sectors together in abutting, weather-proof, relation, to form a rigid, weather-proof, portable house.

The primary object of the present invention is to provide a new and improved folding portable house.

Another object is to provide a new and improved device of the character set forth, in which the panels forming the side of the house, and the roof sectors hingedly connected thereto, may be easily folded into superimposed relation to facilitate transportation and storage.

A further object is to provide a new and improved folding, portable house, comprising a plurality, or series, of hingedly connected panels, each, with a single exception, having a recess therein, within which recess a hinge is hingedly mounted an extendible folding seat, or bench, foldable within said recess and within the confines of its respective panel, whereby said seats may be folded with said panels to facilitate storage and transportation, the single exception panel being provided with a hingedly mounted door to provide ingress and egress for said structure, when in extended relation to form an enclosure.

A still further object is to provide a new and improved device of the character set forth, in which improved means are provided for overlapping the abutting edges of roof sectors and for rigidly engaging and holding said sectors in abutting relation to form a rigid roof and thereby rigidly hold said panels in extended relation to form a rigid weather-proof portable house.

A still further object is to provide a new and improved structure of the character described, having a foldable base provided with a shoulder for engaging said panels and retaining the same in extended relation, said base being foldable to facilitate transportation and storage.

A still further object is to provide a folding portable house comprising a plurality, or series, of panels hingedly connected to form an enclosure and having their abutting edges provided with means for excluding the elements.

We accomplish these and other objects by means of the improved device disclosed in the drawings forming a part of the present application, wherein like characters of reference are used to designate similar parts throughout the specification and drawings, and in which—

Fig. 1 is a partly broken front elevation of our improved structure extended, or set up, to form an enclosure;

Fig. 2 is a broken sectional detail taken on line 2—2 of Fig. 3, in the direction indicated;

Fig. 3 is a plan view of the structure, one half being shown in sections at various elevations;

Fig. 4 is a broken sectional detail taken on line 4—4 of Fig. 1, in the direction indicated;

Fig. 5 is a broken front elevation of the panels and roof-sectors in superimposed relation to facilitate transportation and storage, the view showing the inside of the first panel;

Fig. 6 is a broken side elevation of Fig. 5, partly in section;

Fig. 7 is a broken plan view of the floor, or base, of the structure; and

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic plan view of the folded, or superimposed, panels, disclosing the alternate, or staggered relation of the hinges.

Referring to the drawings:

A plurality of panels 1 are hingedly connected at their adjacent edges by means of suitable hinges 2, said hinges being arranged at alternate junctures alternately inside and outside of the structure when extended, the outer hinges 2 being preferably provided with permanently secured pintles to prevent unauthorized tampering, or entrance, while the inner hinges 2 are preferably provided with removable pintles which operate as a secur-
ing, or locking, means accessible only from the inside of the structure, and also providing a means whereby said panels may be disconnected at one or more places to provide one or several units to facilitate storage and transportation.

The abutting edges of alternate panels 1 are provided with longitudinally disposed grooves 3 while the abutting edges of adjacent panels 1 are provided with projecting strips 4 for engaging said grooves 3, when said panels 4 are extended to form an enclosure, whereby said joints may be rendered and maintained weather proof, as disclosed in Fig. 3 of the drawings.

A triangular roof sector 6 is hingedly connected to the top end of each panel 1, and on a line above, and in spaced relation to, its base by means of suitable hinges 7, whereby said sectors 6 may be moved into extended relation with their respective panels 1, when said panels are in superimposed relation, as disclosed in Fig. 6 of the drawings.

As the hinges 7 are in spaced relation to the bases of said sectors 6, said bases will be extended into overhanging eaves 8 when the panels 1 are extended to form an enclosure and the sectors 6 are moved relatively to said panels 1 to form a pyramidal roof, as disclosed in Fig. 1 of the drawings.

Each roof sector 6 is further provided, in parallel, spaced relation to the abutting edges of said sectors 6, with inwardly turned, or extending, flanges 9, which flanges 9 are engaged by similar flanges upon preferably metal strips, or members 10, which members 10 overlap said abutting edges of said sectors 6 and thereby form weather-proof joints between said sectors, and also serve to rigidly connect said sectors to form a rigid roof, which in turn, will serve to rigidly hold the panels 1 in extended relation to form a house.

A suitable base, or floor 12, is composed of two parts hingedly connected by hinges 14, whereby the same may be folded to facilitate storage and transportation, and is provided with a shoulder 16 arranged in parallel spaced relation to the outer edges thereof, and a distance from said edge approximately equal to the thickness of the panels 1, said shoulders 16 being arranged to engage the inner sides of the lower edges of said panels 1, as disclosed in Figs. 1 and 3 of the drawings. The floor 12, with its shoulder 16, is shaped to conform to the polygon shape of the enclosure formed by the panels 1 when extended, so that said base 12, engaging said panels when extended, serves as a further means for rigidly retaining the structure formed by said extended panels.

All of the panels 1 are each provided with a suitable ventilator 18, preferably at the upper end thereof, and a window 19. Also, each panel 1, with a single exception, is provided with a recess 21 within which is mounted a folding, or extendible, seat 22, as disclosed in Figs. 1 and 5 of the drawings, said seat being foldable entirely within the confines of its respective panel 1, whereby said panels may be moved to superimposed relation without interference from said seats. In the case of the single exception, the panel 1 is provided with a door 23, also provided with a window 19, to provide ingress and egress from the enclosure.

The apex of the roof may be provided with a pinnacle 26 resting upon the upper ends of the roof sectors 6 and the members 10 securing said sectors together. The pinnacle 26 has a depending bolt 27 extending into the interior of the enclosure, which bolt may be engaged by suitable brackets 28 having eyelets in their ends for engaging said bolt 27, whereby said pinnacle 26 may be moved into rigid engagement with the apex of the roof and thereby not only tend to further assist in rigidly securing said members together, but also to cover any opening at said apex and thereby prevent the entrance of the elements.

In operation, the pinnacle 26 is first removed, and then the removable pinnacles at one, or more, joints between the panels 1 are removed and the sectors 6 are extended relatively to the panels 1, as disclosed in Figs. 5 and 6 of the drawings, and the panels 1 are then moved to superimposed relation, the seats 22 having been moved within their respective recesses to prevent interference with such movement, as disclosed diagrammatically in Fig. 8 of the drawings.

The floor, or base, 12 is then folded and placed in juxtaposition with the folded panels 1, as disclosed in dotted lines in Fig. 5 of the drawings. The several units, or members, may now be bound, or secured, by any suitable means, not shown, and readily transported, or stored.

Having thus described our invention, what we claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is—

1. A folding portable house comprising a plurality of hingedly connected panels foldable into superimposed relation and extendible to form an enclosure; a triangular roof sector hingedly connected to the top of each panel and movable into extended relation therewith when said panels are superimposed, to facilitate transportation and storage, and movable into edge-abutting relation with each other when said panels are extended, to form a roof over said enclosure, said sectors each having an inwardly turned flange arranged in spaced relation with each abutting edge thereof; and securing members overlapping said abutting edges and engaging the flanges thereof to form a weather-proof joint and to rigidly secure said sectors together to form a rigid roof.

2. A folding portable house comprising a plurality of hingedly connected panels foldable
able into superimposed relation and extendible to form an enclosure; a triangular roof sector hingedly connected to the top of each panel and movable into extended relation therewith when said panels are superimposed, to facilitate transportation and storage, and movable into edge-abutting relation with each other, when said panels are extended, to form a roof over said enclosure, said sectors each having an inwardly turned flange arranged in spaced relation with each abutting edge thereof; securing members overlapping said abutting edges and engaging the flanges thereof to form a weather-proof joint and to rigidly secure said sectors together to form a rigid roof; and a pinnacle mounted upon the junction of said securing members to form a weather-proof apex for said roof.
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